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Abstract

Copper is a common impurity in photovoltaic silicon. While reported to precipitate instantly in n-type Si, copper causes light-induced degradation (Cu-LID) in p-type Si. Recently, partial recovery of Cu-LID was observed after only few minutes of dark annealing at 200 °C. In this contribution, we investigate the effects of the dark anneal on Cu-LID-limited minority carrier lifetime both experimentally and by simulations. Surprisingly, after initial recovery, the dark anneal results in further degradation corresponding to a many-fold increase in recombination activity compared to the degraded state after illumination. This anneal-induced degradation can potentially cause additional losses in accidentally Cu-contaminated devices when exposed to elevated temperatures, for example during recovery and regeneration treatments of solar cells. Transient ion drift measurements confirmed that the anneal-induced degradation cannot be attributed to residual interstitial Cu after illumination. After hundreds of hours of annealing, the samples showed another recovery. To analyze these experimental results, a comparison to simulations is performed at the end of the paper.
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1. Background

Due to its high diffusivity in silicon, copper can be introduced into photovoltaic Si for example from ingot growth, wafer dicing, contaminated manufacturing equipment, or from Cu contacts and interconnects [1, 2]. Cu concentrations between $10^{13}$ cm$^{-3}$ and $10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$ are typically measured in as-grown multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) wafers [3-7]. The fast diffusivity of Cu promotes its response to gettering treatments, and Cu levels below detection limits of available analytical methods [e.g. inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)] after
phosphorus diffusion gettering (PDG) have been reported by different groups [4, 8]. However, the gettering efficiency during solar cell fabrication depends on the cell architecture and process details, and reduced response to gettering has been reported in heavily defected materials [9, 10]. In addition, Cu has been found to limit solar cell efficiency even in concentrations below the detection limit of ICP-MS (i.e. $<10^{13}$ cm$^{-3}$) [11]. The Cu impurity causes light-induced degradation (Cu-LID) in p-type Si, which has been found in mc-Si material both on wafer [12-15] and solar cell [16-18] level. Although grain boundaries of mc-Si are considered effective gettering sinks for transition metals, significant Cu-LID occurs also in the intra-grain areas of as-grown p-type mc-Si [15]. Recently, considerable Cu-LID resulting in efficiency degradation of several %rel was detected in industrially manufactured PERC-type solar cells made from seed-cast quasi-monocrystalline silicon, which means that emitter formation does not necessarily result in sufficient Cu removal from the base [18]. Hence, Cu-LID is a potential source of efficiency loss in industrial high-efficiency solar cells.

Recently, the Cu-LID defect was identified to be likely a precipitate through temperature- and injection-dependent lifetime spectroscopy [19]. Subsequently, we have developed a model for Cu-LID as precipitation of interstitial Cu$^+$ [20]. The model is based on calculating the growth of positively charged, spherically shaped metallic Cu$_x$Si precipitates using chemical rate equations, where growth and dissolution rates of the precipitates were modified to take into account the electrostatic repulsion between the Cu$^+$ cations and the charged precipitates. The recombination activity of the precipitates is calculated based on the thermionic emission theory based on a previously published Schottky junction model [21, 22]. This approach allowed simulating Cu-LID on minority carrier lifetime level, and provided evidence for the theory of Cu-LID as a precipitation formation process [23]. Further support was obtained in Ref. [24], where the experimental injection-dependent minority carrier lifetime after Cu-LID was fitted by varying the free parameters of the parametrization presented in Ref. [22] that is based on the above-mentioned Schottky junction model. Thus, considering the current evidence, the most likely explanation for Cu-LID is precipitate formation during illumination.

Recovery and regeneration of LID causing defects such as the well-known boron-oxygen (BO) defect and the light- and elevated temperature-induced degradation (LeTID) often involve heating the solar cells or test substrates up to above 200 °C [25-27]. Since it is possible that also other lifetime-limiting defects, such as the Cu impurity, are present [18], it is relevant to gain more understanding also on the behavior of these other mechanisms during the annealing treatments. Recently, partial recovery of Cu-LID was observed in the same conditions and timescale [28] as for the well-known boron-oxygen (BO) defect, which recovers fully after dark annealing at 200 °C for 2-10 min [29]. In Ref. [28], a diffusion length recovery from 60 to 100 µm was experimentally observed after a few min anneal at 200 °C in 1 Ωcm float-zone (FZ) Si with a Cu contamination level of $1 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$. In this contribution, we further investigate the effects of dark annealing, and whether our Cu-LID model can provide physical insight into the mechanism that apparently enables the lifetime recovery of the Cu-LID defect at as low as 200 °C.

### 2. Experimental details

Experiments were performed with 400 µm thick Czochralski (Cz) and 250 µm thick FZ Si wafers with resistivity of 3.6 Ωcm and 1 Ωcm, respectively. The samples were thermally oxidized at 900 °C in O$_2$ for 40 min, followed by a 20 min anneal in N$_2$. Cu contamination was performed with the spin-on method, resulting in approximate bulk Cu$^+$ concentrations of $5 \times 10^{13}$–$1 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$ after in-diffusion at 800 °C in N$_2$, depending on the concentration of the contamination solution and the wafer thickness [30].

After a +600 nC cm$^{-2}$ corona charge deposition on both wafer surfaces, the samples were degraded under 0.65 sun illumination at room temperature (RT) while lifetime was recorded with the quasi-steady-state photoconductance decay method (Sinton Instruments). Annealing was performed either on a hotplate or in a furnace. To compensate for surface charge lost during annealing, corona charge was added after each anneal until the effective lifetime saturated.

Interstitial Cu concentration was measured with the transient ion drift (TID) method [31]. The TID method is based on measuring changes in the capacitance of a Schottky diode, which derives from the drift of mobile ions away from the depletion region when a reverse bias voltage is applied. The change in the junction capacitance, $\Delta C$,
has been shown to be approximately proportional to the average concentration of mobile ions in the bulk [31]. The TID sample preparation involved removing the surface oxide using hydrofluoric acid, followed by a piranha etch [a mixture of H2SO4 (96 % vol/vol) and H2O2 (30 % vol/vol) in 4:1 volume ratio, respectively] for 13 sec. A Schottky contact was formed on the front side of the wafer by evaporating a thin Al film, whereas an ohmic contact was formed on the backside with InGa paste.

Density of interface traps (\( \mathcal{N}_{it} \)) is a quantity that is directly proportional to the recombination velocity at the wafer surface [32]. The \( \mathcal{N}_{it} \) was measured using the contactless corona voltage (C-V) method using a PV-2000 tool [33].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Light-induced degradation

Experimental Cu-LID data is compared in Fig. 1 with simulated minority carrier lifetime which is calculated according to the model presented in Ref. [20], combining precipitation simulations with the calculation of the minority carrier lifetime based on the thermionic emission theory. The reader is referred to Ref. [20] for full details of the calculation of the precipitate growth and the recombination activity. Note that in the case of 3.6 Ωcm Cz, the first few minutes are dominated by the FRC stage of the BO defect, whereas the final part is limited by Cu precipitates as described in [23]. With the present batch of samples, the best agreement between simulations and experiments was obtained by setting the term corresponding to the surface energy between the Cu3Si precipitates and the Si lattice to \( \gamma = 5.9 \times 10^{-5} \text{ J cm}^{-2} \), which deviates from the originally used fitted value of \( \gamma = 6.15 \times 10^{-5} \text{ J cm}^{-2} \) in [23] most likely due to fluctuations in the in-diffused [Cu]. Other energetic and kinetic parameters, that is, the free energy change per precipitate volume due to strain and the chemical reaction rate at the precipitate–Si interface, were held at the same values as in [23]. The experimental LID behavior is qualitatively reproduced with these fitted values in case of different doping and Cu concentrations. In 3.6 Ωcm Cz with [Cu] = \( 5 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3} \), the simulated final lifetime is 13 \( \mu \text{s} \) (very close to 11 \( \mu \text{s} \) of the experiments). The final precipitate radius and density distributions after LID are illustrated in Fig. 2, where, in the case of the mentioned sample with [Cu] = \( 5 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3} \), the average precipitate radius and density are 2.3 nm and \( 1.4 \times 10^{10} \text{ cm}^{-3} \), respectively. Increasing [Cu] to \( 1 \times 10^{14} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) results in a decrease in both experimental and simulated final lifetime (6.2 \( \mu \text{s} \) and 5.1 \( \mu \text{s} \), respectively), which
according to the simulations stems from a decrease in the radius (1.4 nm) and an increase in the density \((1.2 \times 10^{11} \text{cm}^{-3})\) of precipitates. In the case of the 1 \(\Omega\text{cm}\) FZ sample (no BO defect) with \([\text{Cu}] = 8 \times 10^{13} \text{cm}^{-3}\), the simulations result in a higher final lifetime (62 \(\mu\text{s}\)) than the experiments (28 \(\mu\text{s}\)), with simulated precipitate radius and density of 12 nm and \(1.6 \times 10^{8} \text{cm}^{-3}\), respectively. The notable difference in the simulated precipitate size and density between 3.6 \(\Omega\text{cm}\) and 1 \(\Omega\text{cm}\) samples derives from the solubility of Cu increasing with the doping concentration, which lowers the level of supersaturation in the 1 \(\Omega\text{cm}\) material in comparison to the 3.6 \(\Omega\text{cm}\) material at similar impurity densities [23].

### 3.2. Effect of annealing on experimentally measured lifetime

Fig. 3 shows the results of a recovery anneal at 200 °C that was performed on the sample types of Fig. 1 after illumination and saturation of the minority carrier lifetime. In the 1 \(\Omega\text{cm}\) FZ sample, a qualitatively similar early recovery from 28 \(\mu\text{s}\) to 43 \(\mu\text{s}\) as in Ref. [28] is experimentally observed during the first few minutes. However, unexpectedly, after few minutes the recovery turns into considerable degradation. In the case of the two 3.6 \(\Omega\text{cm}\) Cz samples with \([\text{Cu}] = 5 \times 10^{13} \text{cm}^{-3}\) of Fig. 3, the other one shows a slight early recovery while the other did not recover at all. Nevertheless, both of these samples exhibit a similar collapse-like degradation as the FZ sample, which in this case occurs after a widely varying interval between 1 and 1000 mins of annealing. This behavior was also observed in a similar Cz sample illuminated as long as 3.5 months at 75 °C prior to the annealing treatment (data not shown). Qualitatively similar phenomena were seen also in the 3.6 \(\Omega\text{cm}\) Cz sample with \([\text{Cu}] = 1 \times 10^{14} \text{cm}^{-3}\), although to a lesser extent. Based on the presented results, in spite of the initial lifetime recovery, the most visible effect of the annealing treatment in most samples is a further degradation of the lifetime. The degradation observed in Fig. 3 corresponds to up to six-fold increase in the total recombination activity. This increase is not attributable to other metastable defects, that is, the boron-oxygen defect and the dissociation of iron-boron pairs (FeB) to interstitial iron (Fei), since these mechanisms are expected to increase the effective lifetime at the investigated temperature and injection-level range (i.e. >200 °C and \(\Delta n > 3 \times 10^{14} \text{cm}^{-3}\), respectively) [25, 34]. It is noteworthy that in addition to the annealing-induced degradation, the samples of Fig. 3 also show a very slow recovery tendency upon prolonged annealing (illustrated with an inset), which is investigated further in Sec. 3.3.
In order to study if the above-described annealing-induced lifetime degradation could derive from non-precipitated interstitial Cu that would still reside in the interstitial state despite thousands of minutes or even several months of illumination, transient ion drift (TID) measurements were performed using Cz samples with $[\text{Cu}] = 5 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3}$. Fig. 4 shows the change in the capacitance signal, $\Delta C$, both before and after LID, which is normalized against $\Delta C_{\text{max}}$, corresponding to the maximum value of $\Delta C$ in the “Before LID”-sample.

Fig. 3. Experimental minority carrier lifetime (at $\Delta n = 0.1$ × doping level) in Cz and FZ wafers during dark annealing at 200°C. The inset is a zoom showing the slow recovery of the Cz samples with $[\text{Cu}] = 5 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ during long annealing times from $10^3$ to $10^5$ min.

Fig. 4. Normalized transient capacitance signal during a reverse voltage pulse before and after LID in samples contaminated with $[\text{Cu}] = 5 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3}$. $\Delta C$ is the change in the capacitance during the reverse voltage pulse, and the normalization is done against $\Delta C_{\text{max}}$, corresponding to the maximum value of $\Delta C$ in the “Before LID”-sample.

In order to study if the above-described annealing-induced lifetime degradation could derive from non-precipitated interstitial Cu that would still reside in the interstitial state despite thousands of minutes or even several months of illumination, transient ion drift (TID) measurements were performed using Cz samples with $[\text{Cu}] = 5 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3}$. Fig. 4 shows the change in the capacitance signal, $\Delta C = C(t) - C(t \rightarrow \infty)$, both before and after LID, which is normalized against the maximum value of $\Delta C$ [i.e., $\Delta C_{\text{max}} = C(0) - C(t \rightarrow \infty)$] as measured before LID. A clear capacitance change is visible before LID. This change was in the positive direction, that is, the total capacitance increased when the reverse bias voltage was applied, which is consistent with the behavior earlier reported for Cu$_i$ [35]. Here we note that the quantity $\Delta C/\Delta C_{\text{max}}$ was observed to decrease in the “Before LID”-sample with storage time due to Cu$_i$ out-diffusion to the wafer surface (data not shown) [36]. On the other hand, degraded samples (after LID but before annealing) showed no change of capacitance signal that could be interpreted
to derive from residual Cu\textsuperscript{+}. The origin of the slight negative shift in the beginning of the “After LID” TID signal (indicating a \( \Delta C \) opposite in sign to \( \Delta C_{\text{max}} \) of the “Before LID”-sample against which the data was normalized) is unclear but cannot be attributed to mobile positively charged ionic species \[35\]. Therefore, the further degradation during annealing most likely derives from other effects than residual Cu\textsuperscript{+}.

As no residual Cu\textsuperscript{+} was found in the wafers after LID, the next step was to study if the degradation upon annealing derives from degradation of the surface oxide. Hence, a non-contaminated reference wafer (1 \( \Omega \text{cm FZ} \)) was surface passivated and annealed similarly to the Cu-contaminated wafers in Fig. 3. Although some degradation was observed also in the reference wafer upon annealing, the lifetime remained above 250 \( \mu \text{s} \) throughout the annealing treatment, and the strong degradation of the Cu-contaminated wafers was absent. To investigate whether the surface of the Cu-contaminated samples could degrade more than that of the reference wafer (due to e.g. surface precipitation of Cu), density of interface traps \((D_{\text{it}})\) was measured in both cases. The results, shown in Fig. 5, indicate a similar increase in \( D_{\text{it}} \) after annealing both in the Cu-contaminated wafers (an average over two wafers with [Cu] = 5 \( \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) and three measurement points) and the non-contaminated reference wafer (average over six measurement points). Hence, although the annealing treatment seems to degrade the surface passivation somewhat, it cannot be attributed to Cu-related effects. This means that surface passivation degradation during annealing does not explain the observed collapse in the lifetime of the Cu-contaminated samples in Fig. 3.

### 3.3. Comparison between experiments and simulations

Since the Cu-LID model presented in Ref. [20] was observed to reproduce the experimental Cu-LID-limited lifetimes well both in Ref. [23] and Fig. 1, it is relevant to compare experiments and simulations also in the case of the prolonged dark annealing treatment at 200 °C studied in this paper. The annealing behavior was simulated using the simulated final precipitate size and density distribution after LID in Fig. 2 as an initial condition, and using the above-fitted value of the interface energy, \( \gamma = 5.9 \times 10^{-5} \text{ J cm}^{-2} \), as the energetic parameter (affecting the effective solubility) whose adjustment is necessary to reach compliance between LID experiments and the simulations (see Refs. [20] and [23]). We note here that the dark annealing simulation predicts neither the early recovery after few minutes, observed in part of the samples in Fig. 3 and in Ref. [28], nor the annealing-induced degradation. This means that these phenomena are not explainable with simple precipitate growth and dissolution that the model presented in [20] is based upon. Therefore, the degradation during annealing may be related to changes in the properties of the precipitates that the model does not consider, such as a morphology change of the precipitates or changes in precipitate–Si interface properties. Another alternative is that the annealing causes an increase in the bulk recombination activity that is not directly related to the precipitates. For example, dissociation of a complex composed of four Cu atoms has been reported upon annealing of Cu-contaminated Si at >150 °C, possibly resulting in the formation of recombination active substitutional Cu \[37, 38\].
Although the simulation of the dark anneal reproduces neither the early recovery nor the anneal-induced degradation, a long-term recovery trend emerges after several thousand minutes, which shows qualitative resemblance to the long-term recovery stage of the experiments. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 showing the final part of both the simulated and the experimental annealing treatment at 200 °C in the case of the 3.6 Ωcm Cz samples of Fig. 3 with [Cu] = 5 × 10^{13} cm^{-3}. Although the simulation clearly overestimates the extent of the long-term recovery in comparison to the experiments, it may give physical insight into the root cause of this phenomenon. The simulated lifetime recovery follows from annealing-induced precipitate growth that increases the average precipitate size and simultaneously decreases the precipitate density. According to the model [20], the simulated precipitate growth follows from a five orders of magnitude increase in Cu solubility when the temperature increases from RT to 200 °C. This increase will start dissolving all precipitate sizes, which increases the concentration of interstitial Cu in the Si lattice slightly. When the reintroduced interstitial Cu has increased the level of supersaturation sufficiently, large precipitate sizes will start to grow again (while the small ones continue dissolving) because the energetic cost of adding single Cu atoms into large precipitates is lower than their incorporation into small precipitates due to a smaller increase of stress and surface energy per included Cu atom. The simulated precipitate growth results in a decrease in the total precipitate-Si interface area in the silicon bulk and consequently the total recombination activity of the precipitates diminishes, which leads to the simulated lifetime recovery. With these considerations, the overestimation of the simulated recovery in comparison to experiments may be related for example to overestimation of the increase in the Cu solubility upon the mentioned temperature increase from RT to 200 °C (experimental solubility data only exists at >500 °C [39], which was extrapolated to lower temperatures in the simulations [20]).

4. Conclusions

The behavior of the Cu-LID defect during low-temperature dark annealing was studied. Unexpectedly, although a brief initial recovery occurred in part of the samples, a further degradation after few minutes to several hundred minutes of annealing at 200 °C occurred, which resulted in up to six-fold increase in the total recombination activity. This may cause significant further degradation in Cu-contaminated devices if subjected to elevated temperatures, such as during recovery or regeneration treatments of solar cells. Although this further degradation raises a question whether all interstitial Cu has precipitated during the preceding illumination stage, no Cu^{+} was detected with TID measurements after illumination. Based on $D_{lt}$ measurements and reference samples, the anneal-
induced degradation seems to be related to the properties of the bulk Cu-LID defect itself or other bulk phenomena instead of changes in the wafer surface passivation. According to simulations, it was not possible to explain either the early recovery effect after few minutes of annealing or the further annealing-induced degradation stage with precipitate dissolution or growth. Hence, either the anneal at 200 °C causes changes in the precipitate morphology or interface properties that the model does not take into account, or the mentioned phenomena are caused by other currently unidentified bulk defects. A long-term recovery stage emerged during prolonged annealing, which based on simulations was speculated to derive from annealing-induced precipitate growth. Observation of the Cu-LID defect with microscopy methods, which has not been achieved at present and is made challenging by the probable small (nanometer-scale) size of the precipitates [23, 24], might provide further insights into the interpretation of the presented results.
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